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THE BASICS  
 
active voice 
Whenever possible, use the active voice, not the passive. Not: He would go to the store. He'd 
smoke his pipe. Instead: He went to the store. He smoked his pipe. Active is more engaging. "Sat" 
is better than "was sitting," "talks," is better than "is talking."  
 
anthropomorphizing 
Don’t give human qualities to non-human things. None of this: The slug crawled dejectedly up 
the plate glass window. The forlorn skillet wished for its happily sputtering bacon. Unless you 
mean it as a joke. 
 
banned words 
- scream (you get one scream per novel) 
- giggle (use laugh or smile)  
- chuckle 
- snort (except as comedy with intoxicants) 
- whizz, as in "traffic whizzed by." 
- twinkle, as in one's eye or cosmological phenomenon. 
- relationship, and other psychobabble 
- ! You get one ! per scene 
- avoid a plethora of ellipses (...) Avoid graphic tricks, weird punctuation. Never do this: !?/?!  
- watch your adjectives. Try to avoid commonplace words that don't mean anything. Pretty. 

Lovely. Beautiful. Ugly. Conversely, don't get carried away with weird verbs, ie He 
perambulated to the truck stop.  

 
carefulness 
Be very careful. Read and re-read your stuff. Writing is mostly editing. It is not unusual to 
rework a paragraph many times to get it right. It has to sound right and feel right. If you're just 
writing any old thing, you're not writing, just typing. Pay attention. One clue that you’re not is 
words repeated that you've used before, mistakes in punctuation. Writing is a craft. Words are 
your tools. Learn how to use them. 
 
character 
Character drives plot and not the other way around. Don't push a plot at the expense of your 
characters. No one cares about plot per se, they care about who the plot is happening to.  
 
cleverness  
Sentences should not be cleverly constructed at the expense of clear meaning.  
 
clichés 
Remember to sift your material for clichés. Everything you've ever read before in the same 
words is a cliché. Sometimes clichés are not individual words or sentences but situational 
clichés. For example, say the husband in a story has an affair. Then you write the wife as 
jealous. But this is just the typical assumption. What if she's actually thrilled?  
 
conflict  
A good story makes us want to know what happens next, because something is at stake. Think 
of the last time you closed a novel in the middle, stopped reading a short story. Why did you 
stop? Because you didn't care what happened or who it happened to. There was nothing at 
stake. 
 
contradiction 
Watch out for it: She wore a long skirt that reached to the tops of her knees. 
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description 
There is no such thing as a neutral description. All perception has an attitude attached to it. 
Think of the way your characters see the world, not how it might look “objectively.” There is no 
objective world view.  
 
dialect 
Skip it. Mess up the grammar instead. No “Aincha gonna swang that thang.”  It’s merely 
irritating.   
 
dialogue 
Dialogue is the hardest to write, since it mimics speech but is really not as speech is spoken. 
The best rules of thumb are: trim all absolutely nonessential words, and don't tread water. That 
is, don't have your characters speaking just for the sake of speaking. Remember that dialogue 
isn't merely conversation, not "hi, how are you, how are the kids." Dialogue implies conflict 
between characters and it must be purposive. DIALOGUE IS NOT A PACKMULE FOR 
INFORMATION. Dialogue should combine speech, gesture, action, observation of the world, and 
thought. Dialogue tags should not restate what the dialogue has already implied, ie, "I hate 
you," she said angrily. Because the anger is implicit in the statement. For dialogue tags, using 
he said or she said is the best way to go. Avoid, s(he) averred, retorted, conjectured, fulminated, 
spat, gurgled. And especially, no physical impossibilities: "Don't go there," he spat. Delete all: 
"Yeah," "Well," “Unh-unh,” “Uhm,” etc.  No grand speeches. Paraphrase long stretches of 
dialogue instead. Watch the way you punctuate your dialogue. Correct: "Open the door," Harriet 
said, not: “Open the door.” Harriet said. The rule is: the dialogue and its tag must form a 
complete sentence, or the tag must form one by itself. You might as well go on the assumption 
that you'll have to cut at least half the dialogue in any scene, and cut each line of dialogue by 
half.  
 
drama 
You cannot hold back drama for later. There is no later. Every scene must be dramatic in its 
own right. If you "save it for later," there'll be no later, the reader will have stopped reading by 
then. You can't expect your reader to "wait for the good part." Every part has to be a good part. 
 
dreams, hallucinations and related phenomena 
Be selective about what you put in and what you leave out of imagistic, surreal segments. 
These have to be razor sharp to work, given their ephemeral nature.  
 
ear 
If you think about it, you look at words with your eyes, but really you hear them in your head 
as you read, so really you want to be writing for the ear, not the eye. Read your stuff out loud 
to yourself. 
 
editing 
My favorite and most useful rule for editing: read the lines out loud to yourself. If it sounds 
wrong, it is. My favorite and most useful rule for bigger editing: if the words don't move me, I 
cut them out. My test: If I was the reader reading my own work, would I want to read this? I 
urge you to fix your material as you go; it's the only way you'll get a feel for your infelicities and 
mistakes, and thus learn how to stop making them. An apt analogy might be the learning of a 
dexterous manual task. Obviously, if you performed some part of the job wrong, you'd want to 
correct it each time you noticed you were doing it wrong. Partly because if you didn't you'd 
screw up the thing you were working on, and partly to learn how to do it right so that doing it 
right would become second nature to you. 
 
equivocating 
Don't equivocate. Not: She thought maybe she felt a little bit bad about how she'd probably said 
the wrong thing. Instead: She felt bad; she'd said the wrong thing. It helps build the strength of 
your characters and your voice.  
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feeding the reader 
You cannot break into the drama or speak through a character or narrator solely to furnish 
factual information to the reader if such information would be obvious to the character or 
narrator. For example: Her daughter, Joan, nineteen and a student at Radcliffe, picked up her 
peas with her knife. Because the narrator would know intrinsically that her daughter was 
named Joan, nineteen and a student at Radcliffe. This is the writer intruding into the thoughts 
of her character to make a point to the reader. A better way: Her daughter picked up her peas 
with her knife. Eloise sighed. "Don't they teach you table manners at Radcliffe?" You don’t have to 
work in all the facts about anyone or anything all at once. As in real life, when you meet 
someone new, you don't expect their curriculum vitae. 
 
flashbacks (memories) 
Context is everything. Flashbacks should be logically placed. For example, it is highly unlikely 
that a character would remember their entire childhood in the middle of a fistfight. Plus, once 
you start down the road of explaining through flashbacks, where do you stop? At the womb? 
The moment of conception? 
 
Frankenstein 
Avoid Frankenstein movement, ie, unnecessarily detailed rendering of a series of natural events 
that the reader could figure out without explanation. This includes movement through space. 
The reader knows that one thing happens after the other unless otherwise indicated, so don’t 
make a big deal out of it. Hint: If you're spending an inordinate amount of time trying to figure 
out how to describe a movement, skip to the result of the movement instead. 
 
grammar 
If you're not sure of the correct grammar or syntax of a sentence, just say it out loud to 
yourself, and if it sounds wrong, it probably is. 
 
its vs. it's 
Its is the correct way to spell the possessive form that means "belonging to it." It's is the 
contraction for "it is."  
 
scenes 
All stories and novels are made up of scenes. It’s virtually impossible to conceptualize a whole 
story at once, or a novel, but easy enough to see a scene. Therefore, a good way to write toward 
a complete work is by writing individual, manageable scenes. Fix scenes as you go so that you 
can see what happened, so that you can see what happens next. In a first draft, you don’t need 
to worry about connecting scenes together. There’s no point in trying to assemble the puzzle 
before you have all the pieces.  
 
sentences  
Don't try to string too many things into one sentence. Don't try to craft your sentences so 
carefully that they actually become more confusing; but don't be so careless that they're a big 
overstuffed mess. Don't try to work too much information into your sentences. Avoid needless 
explanation. Watch out for redundancies: Hi, he said in greeting. Or, He held a vase in his hand. 
Watch out for physical impossibilities:. He grasped the bedpost with his eyes. Commas go where 
your reading voice pauses, periods where it stops. 
 
show don't tell 
You’ve heard it before and it’s true: show don't tell, show don't tell, show don't tell. Also, don't 
show and tell, ie: He wept copiously. This meant he was sad. You are allowed to tell only once 
you’ve earned it by showing, first, so that the telling is in some context. 
 
similes, metaphors 
Watch your metaphors and similes. Are they gratuitous? Remove all inappropriate metaphors, 
similes, analogies, ie His face was like Mount Vesuvius, if the character is at sea, for instance. 
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structure and form 
Problems with structure and form come from the willful imposition of structure and form. Just 
get the sentences and pages and scenes right and let your unconscious do the ordering until 
you've got a solid draft.  
 
theme and conflict 
Remember to ask yourself the question: why is this story being told? Why are you telling it? 
Why tell a story you don't care about? What's at stake for you, and for your narrator? Your 
character's journey through the obstacles toward a goal is the "plot" of your story. Conflict 
takes place within your characters. "Certain forces, within and outside the character, must 
press him toward a certain course of action, while other forces, both within and outside, must 
exert strong pressure against that course of action. All meaning comes from the heart in 
conflict with itself." - John Gardner 
 
voice 
A strong voice trumps all rules of everything.  


